Workshop

DIGITAL TURN: NEW DIMENSIONS OF TRUST AND CHALLENGES FOR LEGAL SYSTEMS

within the Project TRUST - digital TuRn in EUrope: Strengthening relational reliance through Technology
and in partnership with the PhD Program in Law and Innovation A.A. 2021/2022

Date | 22nd March
Time | from 2 pm to 5 pm
Venue | Auditorium Biblioteca Comunale Mozzi Borgetti - Macerata
Online streaming | Teams

Panel 1 | The interdisciplinary prism: ongoing research topics
Chair Francesca Spigarelli - Unimc

- Massimo Meccarelli (Unimc): Legal innovation and legal change: a methodological approach
- Francesco Gambino (Unimc): The legal significance of technological automatisms
- Laura Vagni (Unimc): Contractual reliance between technological and legal regulation: preliminary remarks on the oracle's problem
- Ermanno Calzolaio (Unimc): Bitcoins as property: comparative remarks
- Oscar Celador (UC3M): Technology and the effectiveness of protection of citizens’ fundamental rights: a work plan
- Emanuele Frontoni (Unimc): The business opportunity of Blockchain value creation

Panel 2 | New research projects: an overview
Chair Fabrizio Marongiu Buonaiuti - Unimc

- Giorgia Vulpiani (Unimc): Green certifications, blockchain and sustainable fashion
- Chiara Iorio (Unimc): Blockchain and data security: issues and perspectives
- Attilio Della Pietra (Unimc): Blockchain and freedom to conduct a business
- Katia De Blasio (Unimc): Self-determination and contractual autonomy in smart contracts: a comparative perspective
- Gabriel Faustino Santos (Unimc): Case law and the challenge of building trust in new technologies: a perspective from legal history
- Niccolò Testi (Unimc): Blockchain technology in smart cities to engage with citizens/consumers: a firms' perspective
- Dominique Lepore (Unimc): Exploring the role of innovation intermediaries in smart cities through a quadruple helix model

We kindly remind all participants that Green Pass is required to participate in attendance.